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Den finita storleks-effekten i amorfa CoAlZr/AlZr
multilager
Fredrik Backer-Meurke
Forskning inom magnetism i tunnfilmer började på 70-talet och har sedan dess varit ett aktivt
forskningsområde. Tunna lager av material kan kombineras till att skapa multilager. Växlar
man mellan att lägga magnetiska och omagnetiska lager på varandra kan de magnetiska lagren
fortfarande interagera med varandra trots att de är skilda, genom den så kallade
utbyteskopplingen. Vid en viss tjocklek på det omagnetiska lagret kan denna koppling brytas,
och lagren interagerar endast med sig själva, de är då frånkopplade. Detta har lett till viktiga
tekniska applikationer inom främst informationsteknologin, med upptäckten av
jättemagnetoresistanseffekten. Fenomenet finner man i tunna magnetiska
multilagerstrukturer, där just magnetiska och omagnetiska lager är alternerade. Effekten
används främst i läshuvudet i magnetiska hårddiskar för att läsa av ettor och nollor beroende
på den mätta resistansen. En framtida applikation är utvecklingen av magnetiska-RAM.
Magnetism inom tunnfilmer har inte bara lett till viktiga tekniska applikationer, utan förser
även förståelse om magnetism på en fundamental nivå.
De flesta magnetiska material man stöter på i vardagen är kristallina, vilket betyder att
atomerna i materialet är ordnade på både korta och långa avstånd i strukturen. I detta arbete
har amorfa magnetiska material studerats, vilket betyder att materialet istället är oordnat
över längre avstånd, men kan fortfarande vara ordnade på korta avstånd. Amorfa magnetiska
material har ofta annorlunda egenskaper från sina kristallina motsvarigheter, såsom isotropa
magnetiska egenskaper vilket betyder att de magnetiska egenskaperna ser likadana ut i alla
riktningar. Detta gör dem till ett intressant forskningsområde. Här måste det skiljas på
strukturell oordning och magnetisk oordning, i detta arbete har magnetiska material med
strukturell oordning undersökts (amorfa), men är magnetiskt ordnade (ferromagnetisk). Det
finns även strukturellt ordnade magnetiska material (kristallina) som är magnetiskt oordnade.

Figur 1 Illustration av en kristallin struktur (vänster) och en amorf struktur (höger)
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Det finns en tydligt definierad temperatur för alla magnetiskt material, ovan vilken de tappar
sina ferromagnetiska egenskaper. Denna temperatur kallas för den kritiska temperaturen, Tc
(alternativt Curietemperaturen för ferromagnetiska material). Vad som händer på atomär nivå
är att en egenskap hos elektronen som kallas spinn har gått från ett ordnat tillstånd, där de
pekar åt samma håll, till ett oordnat. Materialet är då paramagnetisk.
Syftet med detta arbete är att studera den finita storleks-effekten hos amorfa CoAlZr
multilager. När dimensionerna på de magnetiska filmerna minskas, sjunker även den kritiska
temperaturen. Genom att undersöka vad som händer när tjockleken minskas ned till en
nanometer kan man få en inblick om hur fysiken fungerar på dessa längdskalor. Detta kan visa
sig vara relevant i framtida tekniska applikationer då mer avancerad teknik ofta görs så små
och kompakta som möjligt.
I detta arbete har de strukturella och magnetiska egenskaperna hos amorfa CoAlZr multilager
studerats. Multilagrena växtes med en sputter-metod. Genom att sputtra kobolt och AlZr
samtidigt kunde amorfa magnetiska CoAlZr-lager växas i rumstemperatur. De magnetiska
lagerna separerades med omagnetiska AlZr-lager. På så sätt kunde de magnetiska
egenskaperna för enbart CoAlZr studeras.
För att undersöka om proverna är amorfa användes röntgendiffraktion med låg infallsvinkel.
Resultaten visade att proverna var ”röntgen-amorfa”, inga tecken på kristalliter i proverna
kunde observeras. Kvalitén på lagerstrukturen undersöktes med röntgenreflektion. Det visade
sig att det fanns stora tjockleksvariationer mellan lagerna, detta kan ses som ”vågighet” i
tjockleken i gränsytan mellan två lager. Stora tjockleksvariationer kan vara ett tecken på att
det finns kristalliter i proverna.
De magnetiska egenskaperna undersöktes genom att studera den magneto-optiska Kerreffekten. En polariserad laserstråle belyser proverna och laserstrålen som reflekteras roteras
beroende på magnetismen i proverna. Proverna uppvisade annorlunda magnetiska
egenskaper när tjockleken minskades under tre nanometer på de magnetiska lagren, spinnen
pekar åt ordnade, men lutade håll. Detta visade sig genom att det krävdes magnetfält mer än
tio gånger högre än vanligt för att böja tillbaka dem åt samma håll. Detta gjorde att
magnetismen som finns kvar i provet efter det externa magnetfältet stängts av gick till noll,
remanensen i materialet var därför noll. De mätta hystereskurvorna liknade
superparamagnetiska hystereskurvor. Metoder för att beräkna den kritiska temperaturen som
använder remanensen vid noll fält gick därför inte att använda.
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1. Introduction
Research on magnetism in thin films started in the 1970s after the development of molecular
beam epitaxy, allowing precise control over the growth environment. Since then, magnetism
in thin films has been an active area of research, bringing important discoveries and
contributions to the fundamental understanding of magnetism and at the same time finding
critical applications in information technology, with the discovery of the giant magneto
resistance effect (GMR). This effect is found in multilayers of magnetic and non-magnetic
layers and is used in the reading heads of magnetic hard drives. More modern magnetic hard
drives use tunnel magnetoresistance instead, this technology is slowly being replaced with
solid-state drives though. However, GMR/TMR is also found in modern magnetoresistive
random-access memories (MRAM) where conductive wires are laid perpendicular to each
other and the magnetic structure is found at the intersection. Electrical pulses induce a
magnetic field affecting the GMR structure and by reading the change in resistance,
information can be stored and read. This technology is yet to be fully realized but shows an
exciting future.
Amorphous magnetic materials is a subject that has been intensively researched for over two
decades now, both experimentally and theoretically. Though the theoretical understanding of
amorphous magnetic materials is yet to be fully understood, experimental research of the
subject has shown that amorphous transition-metal alloys are quite different from their
crystalline counterparts. They sometimes exhibit quite peculiar magnetic properties such as
noncollinear magnetism, and the Curie temperature often changes quite drastically when they
are made amorphous, this will be discussed further later. Understanding of how amorphous
magnetic materials behave is both fundamentally important to the area of thin film
magnetism and will perhaps reveal critical properties for technical applications.
Cobalt is one of the three most common ferromagnetic elements along with iron and nickel,
and it has the highest ordering temperature of all ferromagnets at 1400 K. The effect that
amorphousness has on ordering temperature in cobalt is minimal, while for iron the effect is
drastic. Amorphous iron with 10 at. % Zr has an ordering temperature just above 200 K while
for crystalline iron it lies above 1000 K [1]. This difference makes amorphous cobalt an
interesting area of study, with regards to how the critical temperature changes composition
or size of the films.

1.1 Aim
The aim of this project is to understand the finite-size effects on amorphous CoAlZr films.
What happens to the critical temperature, can the areas of critical thickness be mapped out,
how does the physics look like at ultra-thin length scales are all questions that are of interest.
The motivation behind the project is to provide understanding of the physics of the material
1

at the various length scales, this may be important for future research and development in
magnetic data storage devices. As technology gets more advanced, sizes of the devices are
often pushed to smaller and smaller scales. With more knowledge of the physics at these sizes,
it may be exploited to achieve greater results.
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2. Theory
2.1 Magnetic hysteresis
How the moments in a magnetic material responds to an external field is epitomized by its
hysteresis loop. The hysteresis loops contain information about both the intrinsic magnetic
properties, like spontaneous magnetism, and extrinsic properties, such as remanence.
Coercivity can be classified as both intrinsic and extrinsic, when it stems from anisotropy, it is
a purely intrinsic property.
The hysteresis loops can take on a host of different shapes. Ferromagnetic, antiferromagnetic,
paramagnetic, all have their own unique hysteresis loops setting them apart, where the
ferromagnetic loops being the most recognizable. The hysteresis loops take their shapes when
the magnetization of the material is measured against the applied magnetic field.
The magnitude of the magnetic field required to reverse the direction of the moments is called
the coercive field, Hc. The point where all the moments are aligned in the same direction as
the external field, is called magnetization saturation, Ms, where no amount of external field
will increase the magnetization of the sample. When the external field is turned off and the
magnetization that remains is called the remanence, Mr. These intrinsic properties exist in all
ferromagnetic materials, but their magnitude may both be large and so small as to be
immeasurable [8].

Figure 1 Typical ferromagnetic hysteresis loop. (A) Saturation
magnetization Ms, (B) Magnetic remanence Mr, (C) Coercivity Hc
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2.2 Amorphous magnetic materials
Amorphous materials lack long-range order since they do not possess a crystal lattice, instead,
the atoms are almost frozen in a liquid-like state. They have different magnetic properties to
that of crystalline magnets, the lack of long-range order and more uniform distribution of
atoms should mean more isotropic magnetic properties, which makes them an interesting
area of research. Amorphous magnetic materials are typically very soft magnets and are useful
in applications where such properties are desired. Note that amorphous magnetic materials
and disordered magnetic materials are not the same thing, there is a difference between
structural disorder and magnetic disorder. In this work, the structure is disordered, meaning
it is amorphous, but it is magnetically ordered (ferromagnetic). There exist structurally
ordered (crystalline) magnetic materials that are magnetically disordered.
Non-crystalline magnetic material that are of interest are all alloys or compounds, it is almost
impossible to keep a pure metallic element amorphous at room temperature. By alloying the
3 d or 4 f elements with atoms that have a significant difference in lattice parameters, the
crystalline lattices are disrupted, long-range order disappears, and thus an amorphous
material is made [2-5]. The Curie temperature in amorphous ferromagnets are in general
reduced by a factor of two compared to their crystalline counterparts, this has been attributed
to random exchange fields, the effect of disorder on the exchange interaction causes a
reduction in the ordering temperature [6].
Magnetism in amorphous magnetic materials is not very well understood, few theoretical
investigations have been made thus far. This is because theories that work in crystalline
systems, such as ground-state band theory, finite-temperature theory and Stoner theory, all
have difficulties explaining the observations in amorphous systems [7].

2.3 Critical temperature
For ferromagnetic materials, this phenomenon is called the Curie temperature, otherwise it’s
referred to as the critical temperature, Tc. When approaching the critical temperature from
below, one must consider the effect that thermal excitations have on the system. Excitation
of magnons causes a reduction in the saturation magnetization and at even higher
temperature, spinwaves completely destroy the magnetic order of the system. These thermal
excitations can be formulated through the Gibbs free energy. At the critical temperature, two
competing phases above and below this critical point have equal Gibbs free energy [13]. At
this temperature, thermal motion reaches levels that can compete with the ferromagnetic
alignment, and a second-order phase transition occurs. The material’s spontaneous
magnetization disappears, and the material becomes paramagnetic, responding to an external
field, but cannot hold the magnetization without it [8].
4

The critical temperature for a ferromagnet is dependent on the exchange coupling between
the atoms, a stronger interaction leads to a higher Tc. Cobalt has the highest Tc of all the
ferromagnets, due to its large exchange interaction. The ordering temperature increases with
the concentration of cobalt in the alloy, which is CoAlZr in this work [9].

2.4 Finite-size effect
The finite-size effect is the reduction of the critical temperature when one or multiple spatial
dimensions on the system are reduced. Simply reducing the size of the system causes a
reduction in the critical point. This can be explained by a reduction in the spin-spin correlation
length, the physical boundaries cut off the correlation length [10].
Finite-size scaling theory has been known for a long time. The predicted scaling behavior for
thin films is [1 − Tc(n) / Tc(∞)] = (n/n0)−λ, where n is the number of monolayers in the film,
Tc(∞) is the bulk critical temperature, Tc(n) is the critical temperature for the finite-thickness
film and λ represents the shift exponents used to fit experimental data. This relation holds for
films that are still above the three-dimensional limit, but not in where the films cross over to
two-dimensional. For ultrathin-films, another scaling relation has been proposed, [1 − Tc(n) /
Tc(∞)] = [(n −n’)/n0]−λ and has been experimentally shown to hold below the 3D-2D crossover
[11].

Figure 2 Illustration of the finite-size effect by reduction in thickness of the magnetic layer while other spatial dimensions are
kept constant.
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2.5 Noncollinear magnetism
The term noncollinear normally refers to a geometrical concept, but it can also be applied to
classify magnetism. Ferromagnetic or anti-ferromagnetic are examples of where the spins are
aligned parallel or anti-parallel, in noncollinear systems however, the spins are no longer
parallel but instead slightly canted. This type of spin structure is referred to as speromagnets
or noncollinear magnetism, figure 3. This happens when the spins couple stronger to the local
anisotropy than their own exchange coupling, and the typical effect of this is the difficulty in
saturating the magnet, higher fields are required to align the moments [9] [12-14].

Figure 3 Illustration of ferromagnet (left) and speromagnet (right) spin structure.
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3. Method
3.1 Growing the samples
A sputter system called Odin capable of co-sputtering with four targets using dc magnetrons
was used for sample growth. The samples were grown in an ultra-high vacuum environment
at a base pressure of 8 x 10-10 Torr with pure argon gas at a pressure of 5 mTorr and flowrate
of 6 sscm.
The substrates used were pre-cut 10x10x1 mm single side polished single crystal Si (111)
substrates with a natural surface oxide layer. Before growth, the samples were baked at 300°C
for 10 minutes to degas the silicon substrate surface. The samples were rotated during growth
to enhance sample uniformity in composition and thickness, a sputtering rate of ≈0.44 Å/s was
used for the first growth and lower (≈0.34 Å/s) for the second growth. To achieve the desired
alloy composition two dc sources were used with high purity targets (99.95%) consisting of
cobalt and Al80Zr20, and the sputtering rate and composition was adjusted by varying the
powers of the magnetrons. All samples were grown at temperatures below 50°C.
The samples were grown in a random order due to the presence of drift in the growth rate
over time, the longer a target in the sputter has been used the more the growth rate will
deviate from its calibrated state. By growing in a random order, the thickness of the layers as
a function of time will be random. For this reason, the bulks samples of 200 Å were grown first
and last to measure this drift.
Before making the multilayer structures, calibration samples were made to calibrate the
growth rate of the magnetrons. Samples of AlZr, pure cobalt, and lastly a CoAlZr samples were
grown. The AlZr calibration samples is grown directly on the substrate, figure 4. The
structures of the cobalt and CoAlZr calibration samples were as follows: a 50 Å
thick Al80Zr20 seed layer deposited on top of the surface oxide of the silicon substrate to
promote amorphousness and prevent crystallites of the sample, followed by the CoAlZr alloy
with a thickness of 400 Å to ensure a good magnetic signal for the magneto optical
measurements, lastly the samples were capped with another layer of Al80Zr20 with a thickness
of 100 Å to ensure the magnetic alloys were free of any oxidization, figure 5. This leaves a
passivated layer of oxide, resembling the structure of Al2O3. This oxide layer is hindered by the
kinetics of the oxidation and therefore passivated and will not reach the underlying layers
within the time of the performed measurements.
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3.2 Designing the samples
The alloy used along with cobalt in the project is AlZr. AlZr has been shown, along with its
oxide, to have a high thermal stability due to a fine and dense microstructure. When the
zirconium is introduced into the aluminium matrix an amorphous phase is formed, due to
zirconium having an atomic size difference of 10.6%. The absence of grain boundaries allows
the alloy to have high surface uniformity during sputter growth. The alloy is also non-magnetic
along with being amorphous, making it perfect as a spacer layer to prevent interlayer
exchange coupling effects, by decoupling the magnetic layers [15].
The thicknesses of each bilayer were each chosen carefully, an explanation for the chosen
thicknesses from the bottom to the top follows.
The seed layer’s thickness was chosen to be 50 Å, earlier work by Procter et al and Zamani et
al, [17-18] showed that seed layers using 20 Å and 30 Å Al70Zr30 seed layers respectively was
enough assist the amorphousness of the alloy grown on top, it also is enough to suppress any
direct interface effects coming from the substrate. Because Al80Zr20 was used instead of
Al70Zr30, a slightly thicker seed layer was grown to ensure that enough zirconium was present
to prevent crystallite formation.
To capture the finite-size effect, a range of samples with varying thicknesses have to be grown.
The thickness of the magnetic layers of Cox(Al80Zr20)1-x were chosen in range of 8-64 Å with a
bulk reference sample at 400 Å. The total thickness of the multilayers was held at 600 Å. Earlier
experiments on the finite-size effect in FeZr/AlZr films, P.T Korelis et al [1], showed that with
a magnetic layer of 5 Å was below the magnetic percolation limit and was therefore nonmagnetic and 11 Å was magnetic. The idea was to reproduce the results they showed with
cobalt instead of iron. The first samples were therefore chosen to be above 5 Å, at 8 Å instead,
the series of samples that were grown are shown in table 1 and 2.
The spacing layers were grown to a thickness of 40 Å, A. Liebig et al [19], showed that an
Al78Zr22 spacer in the range of 25 to 45 Å was enough to suppress any significant interlayer
exchange coupling effects, meaning that any proximity effects between the magnetic layers
will be negligible and the layers are decoupled. With the layers decoupled, the critical behavior
of the films can be studied with the reduction in thickness without any interlayer coupling.
Lastly, the capping layer thickness was chosen to be a total of 100 Å thick. The typical thickness
for a capping layer of AlZr is up to 50 Å. The only reason thicker capping layers were chosen
was to rule out any possibility of the magnetic layers oxidizing, and the AlZr does not disrupt
the magnetic properties of the cobalt layers. As long as the thickness of the capping layer is
not at the size of the skin depth of the material, the magnetic signal will not be completely
suppressed during measurement.

8

Figure 4. Illustration of Al80Zr20 calibration sample with 400 Å thick amorphous layer

Figure 5. Illustration of Cox(Al80Zr20)1-x calibration sample with 400 Å magnetic layer. The cobalt calibration sample was
structured same.
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The multilayer samples were grown layer by layer in the sputter system. Figure 6 shows the
final structure of the samples after growth.

Figure 6. Illustration of the grown samples and how they are structured, where R is the different amount of repetitions
depending on the magnetic layer thickness, ranging from two to ten repetitions. This illustrates a sample with two
repetitions.

Table 1 The growth plan for the Co66(AlZr)34 series. The thickness presented is the thickness of each magnetic layer, followed
by the amount of repetitions of the magnetic layer plus the spacing layer, the last column shows the order of growth for the
samples.

Repetitions

Magn. layer thick. (Å)

Order of growth

10
10
10
9
9
8
7
5
2

8
9
11
13
16
21
32
64
200

7
3
9
5
6
2
4
8
1, 10
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Table 2 The growth plan for the Co77(AlZr)23 series. The thickness presented is the thickness of each magnetic layer, followed
by the amount of repetitions of the magnetic layer plus the spacing layer, the last column shows the order of growth for the
samples.

Repetitions

Magn. layer thick. (Å)

Order of growth

9
9
8
1

13
16
21
400

4
3
2
1

Henceforth, the samples will be referred to their nominal thickness and the amount of
repetitions, followed by the concentration. For example, sample 8x21 Co77, where the first is
the amount of repetitions followed by the nominal thickness of the magnetic layer, and lastly
the predicted concentration of cobalt in the CoAlZr alloy. For bulk samples, the amount of
repetitions is 1 and the samples will simply be referred by their nominal thickness.

3.3 Measurement techniques
3.3.1 Structural Characterization
3.3.1.1 Rutherford Backscattering
Rutherford backscattering (RBS) is a non-destructive measurement technique that can be
used to measure the composition of a material. The principle is rather simple, a beam of
monoenergetic ions, typically He, is accelerated towards the solid. Most of the particles will
be stopped in the material, but a small fraction will undergo collisions with the nuclei of the
sample, this changes the energy of the particles and the direction of travel. Some of these
particles that have interacted with the nuclei will be scattered back, by measuring the energies
of these particles at a specific angle, it is then possible to obtain information about the
concentration of the sample’s atoms, as well as their depth distribution. By tilting the samples
with regards to the incident angle, the path for the ions will be longer, meaning a thin sample
may be simulated as a thicker sample [20].
RBS was used to attempt to determine the compositions of the two different sample series.
The incident ions used was 4He with an energy of 2 MeV, at an incident angle of 5 and 45
degrees with ± 2 degrees of wiggling. To fit the data SIMNRA software was used together with
the latest stopping power data from SRIM.
11

3.3.1.2 Grazing Incidence X-Ray Diffraction
This method can be used to characterize the material structure in atomic scale. Conventional
Bragg diffraction, XRD, can be used to determine crystallographic orientation, particle sizes
and lattice parameters in thin films.
More relevant to this project is the so-called grazing incidence x-ray diffraction (GIXRD), and
it is used mainly to determine the amorphousness of the grown samples by looking for
crystallites in this work. In GIXRD, the incident beam will have a very small angle from the
surface plane to make it more surface sensitive, and the position of the sample is held
stationary while the detector sweeps over a large 2θ value. The advantage of this technique
is that most of the x-ray beam is only in the thin film due to the penetration depth being
significantly lower at small angles of incidence. The substrate signal is also significantly
reduced, to the point where it can be completely suppressed [21].
The GIXRD measurements were used to investigate the amorphousness of the samples and
used for structural analysis to determine if there has been any crystalline formation. GIXRD
measurements were performed in a PANalytical X’Pert MRD diffractometer. For the GIXRD
measurement on the incident side, the optics that were used was a 1/2° slit, a Göbel mirror,
programmable attenuator and a 5 mm mask. On the diffracted side, only a parallel plate
collimator at 0.27° was used.
If no clear diffraction peaks are observed in the measurement, the way to determine if a
material is amorphous is by analyzing the nearest neighbor humps measured with the GIXRD.
To do this, a 4th degree polynomial was fitted to the curves to follow the background, with this
fit the background can be removed, revealing the actual size of the nearest neighbor hump.
Fitting a gaussian to the points of the nearest neighbour hump and calculating the full width
half maximum (FWHM) of the gaussian, the coherence length of the structure can be
calculated with the Scherrer equation, equation 1.
𝜏𝜏 =

𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾
𝛽𝛽 cos 𝜃𝜃

(1)

Where K is a dimensionless shape factor, the typical value used is 0.9 but it varies with the
shape of the crystallites. The wavelength of the x-rays used during the measurement is λ. In β
the calculated FWHM is used in radians. And θ is half of the Bragg angle where the maximum
of the nearest neighbor hump is situated at. The coherence length τ obtained is a volume
average of the sample normal to the reflecting plane [21].
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3.3.1.3 X-Ray Reflectivity
X-ray reflectivity (XRR) is a technique used to measure the thickness and roughness of thin
films, it is based on the reflection from the sample of the incident x-rays. The interference of
the reflected x-rays from the sample’s different layers creates an oscillating pattern, this
pattern is unique for every sample. The distance between each of the fringes can be used to
obtain the film thickness, and the amplitude of each fringe is modified by the film density and
layer thickness variation, roughness. The total amount of fringes between each Bragg peak
shows the number of repetitions within the sample. The Bragg peak in a multilayered structure
is dependent on the periodicity of the samples. The position of the Bragg peak can be
calculated using Bragg’s law, where the distance between the constructive interference is the
combined thickness of the repeated bilayers, in this case, CoAlZr magnetic layers and AlZr
spacing layers.
The samples’ layer roughness and thicknesses were measured using XRR. The measurements
were performed in a Philips x-ray diffractometer. The x-ray source was a Cu Kα (1.54 Å) tube,
and the optics that were used was a 1/2° slit, 5 mm mask and a copper attenuator for low
angles.
To analyze the data from the XRR, a data fitting program called GenX was used. The program
uses set parameters that has the expected characteristics of the material as guesses for the
data fitting, these parameters are for example the thickness variation of the layers, densities
of the alloys and layer thicknesses. To fit the parameters, the program uses a differential
evolution algorithm. The figure of merit (FOM) is the goodness of fit. The errors of the resulting
fit parameters are defined as how much the values can be altered without changing the FOM
by 5% [22].

3.3.2 Magnetic measurements
3.3.2.1 Magneto optical Kerr effect
When a polarized beam of incident light hits the sample, the magnetic behavior can be
observed as variations in the intensity due a rotation of the polarization when light is reflected
from the magnetic material, this is the magneto optical Kerr effect (MOKE). The changes in
intensity are proportional to the magnetization, and it vanishes above the ordering
temperature. This means that no absolute values of the magnetization can be derived from a
MOKE measurement [23] [24]. For an illustration of the different modes of MOKE
measurements, see figure 8.
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Figure 7 L-MOKE setup, laser with polarizer on the left, chamber with magnet core and slot for cryostat in the centre, and
polarizer with detector behind on the right.

Figure 8 Illustration of the three different modes of MOKE. Incident light reflecting off the surface of the thin film as grey
arrows. Black arrows along the sides represent the three possible modes of the applied magnetic field. For reference, the
surface normal (dotted line) of the sample in this illustration would be pointed towards the wall in figure 7.
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Due to limitations in the possible temperature range of the MOKE setup, samples with critical
temperatures above 380 K could not be measured above its ordering temperature and instead
had to be extrapolated. Earlier work done by R. A. Procter et al [25], showed that
Co60(Al70Zr30)40 had a critical temperature of 100 K, the first calibration sample was chosen to
have the composition Co75(AlZr)25, a much higher ordering temperature was desired.
To measure the magnetization of the samples, magnetic hysteresis loops were measured
using a custom-built L-MOKE setup with a 20-mW 660 nm p-polarized laser pulsed at a
frequency of 1.3 kHz, using a square wave form. By sweeping the measurement from well
below the critical temperature with steps of 1 K to a value known to be above the Tc, the
temperature behavior of the sample could be mapped out. The samples were cooled using
liquid nitrogen. For samples with a critical temperature below the boiling point of nitrogen,
liquid helium was used instead, making it possible to cool the samples below 10 K.
To determine the critical temperature of the samples, a temperature scan was performed
from either 10 - 380 K using liquid helium for samples where the finite-size effect has pushed
the Tc below 80 K, otherwise 80 - 380 K scans were used for samples with Tc above 80 K. The
magnetic scans were performed using a magnetic field of 150 mT, swept at 0.2 Hz, collecting
1000 points per loop with 5 periods averaged.
The L-MOKE setup is extremely sensitive to outside disturbances causing large spikes in noise
levels. Early measurements of the samples also showed that the Kerr rotation produced by
the magnetism is very low in magnitude, this means that the samples are very difficult to
measure with these things combined. A big contribution to this noise is the pump for the
cooling liquid, measurements done with a slow pumping cycle at 700 mBar of approximately
three seconds showed noise spikes every three seconds due to the change of pressure inside
the chamber. Using a fast pumping cycle at 200 mBar which produces almost a continuous
pumping which had a marked effect on the noise. While pumping at fast rate, using a small
opening of the needle valve also produced better results.
Polar MOKE was used to probe the out-of-plane component of the samples. The samples are
not imprinted, meaning that no anisotropy has imprinted on the layer and the layers are not
forced into a magnetic easy axis. With no imprinted easy axis in-plane, the preferential
direction for the magnetization direction may go out-of-plane.
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4. Results and discussion
4.1 Structural analysis
4.1.1 Rutherford Backscattering
RBS results on the samples shows distinct peaks for cobalt and zirconium due to big difference
in their atomic mass, this means that more accurate results can be derived from the data
fitting. An estimation of the aluminium in the samples remains a problem, the peak on top of
the substrate background drown out the signal for aluminium, and it is not possible to resolve
it, making the uncertainty of the fit great. Aluminium has a mass very close to that of silicon
meaning that the peak of aluminium will be on top of the substrate peak. Using an incident
angle of 5 degrees it is hard to distinguish the full aluminium peak from the substrate, figure
9, if an incident angle of 45 degrees is used instead, a second peak can be distinguished, figure
10.
From figures 9-11, a profile in the zirconium peak can be observed. The amount of zirconium
is changing throughout the film, this is consistent with the intended structure of the film. The
seed layer and capping layer both contain higher concentrations of zirconium than the CoAlZr
layer, and the expected thickness of the seed layer is half that of the capping layer which
corresponds well with the measurements. Uncertainties in the measurements arrive due to
the layer thickness and using high energy ions, the layers are not thick enough to stop the
incident ions to give an accurate reading, especially in the cap and seed layers. The spacing
layer have an energy loss of 0.62 keV and the seed layer 0.84 keV for the incoming ions, while
the resolution of instrument is 12 keV, these layers are simply too thin to be measured
accurately.
An interesting observation in figure 10 can be made, changing the incident angle to 45
degrees reveals a different profile in the zirconium. This can be interpreted as the oxygen in
passivated oxide.
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Figure 9 RBS spectrum of Co77(Al80Zr20)23 calibration sample, 400 Å thick. Incident angle of incoming ions at 5 degrees.

Figure 10 RBS spectrum of Co77(Al80Zr20)23 calibration sample, 400 Å thick. Incident angle of incoming ions at 45 degrees.
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Figure 11 RBS spectrum of Co66(Al80Zr20)34 layered sample, 200 Å thick with two repetitions of magnetic layer separated by a
40 Å spacing layer. Incident angle of incoming ions at 5 degrees.

The cobalt concentration in magnetic layer for 400 Co77 is estimated to be 83 ± 2 at. %, above
the expected 77 at. %, while not too far off, the fact that cobalt appears these in the capping
and seed layers, makes one question the accuracy of these measured results. The discrepancy
might be caused by the uncertainty estimating the aluminum, or layer thickness. For the 2x200
Co66 sample, the average cobalt concentration in the two layers is 66 ± 2 at. %, with an
expected value of 66 at. %.
Using a model of five layers for the fit for the 2x200 Co66, a more accurate fit was achieved.
The measurement for this sample was only done at a 5 degree incident angle, figure 11,
meaning that most of the aluminium is hidden under the substrate background. The expected
thickness for the sample is two layers of 200 Å thick CoAlZr, the fit values estimate the first
layer thickness to be 249 Å and the second layer 102 Å, although not as symmetric as the
expected values, the sum is still within reason at 351 Å. This however, shows how inaccurate
these estimated are, one of the layers are measured to 102 Å, a drift of almost 100 Å during
growth is extremely unlikely.
More accurate results were achieved in the 400 Co77 case, with a CoAlZr thickness at 379 Å
and capping layer of 94 Å, expected to be 400 and 100 respectively. Inaccuracies in estimating
the spacing and seed layer is again due to their thickness, the spacing layer have an energy
loss of 0.62 keV and the seed layer 0.84 keV for the incoming ions, while the resolution of
instrument is 12 keV, these layers are simply too thin to be measured accurately. Measured
values layer by layer composition and thickness can be found in table 3.
Due great uncertainties in the measured amount of aluminium and the thin layers having too
small stopping power for the measurement to give accurate results, the nominal thickness
notation will continue to be used throughout this report.
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Table 3 Estimated values of concentration layer by layer and layer thickness. Separated by sample 400 Co77 followed by 2x200
Co66. Expected thickness is displayed next to the measured thickness.

Layer

Al (at. %)

Co (at. %)

Zr (at. %)

Thickness (Å)

Cap
Magnetic
Seed
Cap
Magnetic
Spacing
Magnetic
Seed

58 ± 8
10 ± 8
12 ± 8
59 ± 6
25 ± 6
63 ± 6
14 ± 6
3±6

13 ± 2
83 ± 2
11 ± 2
3±2
61 ± 2
0
71 ± 2
23 ± 2

29 ± 3
7±3
77 ± 3
38 ± 2
14 ± 2
37 ± 2
14 ± 2
74 ± 2

94(100)
379(400)
18(50)
79(100)
249(200)
17(40)
102(200)
16(50)

4.1.2 Grazing Incidence X-ray Diffraction
GIXRD results performed on both the sample series show the sample volume is mostly
amorphous. From figures 12-13, no sharp crystalline peaks can be observed, indicating at first
sight that none of the samples exhibit polycrystalline behaviour in diffraction peaks. The broad
humps observed signify short coherence lengths of the supposed crystallites, which is
characteristic of an amorphous sample. If any crystallites exist within the samples, their
combined volume is only a small fraction of the total sample volume, and their size would be
very small.
Upon removing the background from the measurement, the coherence length of the particles
inside the samples can be estimated using the Scherrer equation (1). Figure 14 shows a
gaussian fit of the nearest neighbour hump with the FWHM displayed in teal. Full display of
the calculated values can be found in table 4. Typical values for the coherence length for an
amorphous sample is expected to be between 16-19 Å, above 20 Å the definition is a bit
unclear, it is not possible to classify it as fully crystalline, even if there are crystalline samples
with this coherence length, the sample may yet be amorphous.
For the thinner samples and up to sample 2x200 Co66 the calculated coherence length showed
a range of 11-15 Å. All these samples are layered which may be the cause for a lower
coherence length, especially in the 2x200 case where a coherence length close to sample 400
would be expected since both can be considered bulk samples. A coherence length of 11-13 Å
displayed by the thinner samples, is a non-physical value. An explanation for this peak
broadening may lie in the composition of the material. The nearest neighbour hump for AlZr
is situated 37.5 degrees, and the nearest neighbour hump for CoAlZr lies between 38-40
degrees for various thicknesses, this similarity in their peaks may cause an overlap of the
diffraction peaks. This means that the observed nearest neighbour hump is a superposition of
the AlZr peak and the CoAlZr peak, leading to broadening, causing abnormally small values for
the coherence length.
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Figure 12 GIXRD measurements on Co66 with the thinnest sample displayed at the bottom with nominal thickness rising.
Calibration sample displayed at the top for reference.

Figure 13 GIXRD measurements on Co77 with the thinnest sample displayed at the bottom with nominal thickness rising.
Calibration sample displayed at the top for reference.
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Figure 14 Background removed from GIXRD measurements of 9x13 Co77 sample, gaussian fit in red with FWHM in teal.

Table 4 Values from the GIXRD results with background removed and gaussian fit to calculate the FWHM. The samples are
ordered in their series with thickness rising as Co77(Al80Zr20)23, followed by Co66(Al80Zr20)34 and lastly Al80Zr20 calibration sample.
Where β is the FWHM, 2Ɵ is the location of the nearest neighbor hump, and τ is the coherence length of the supposed
crystallites.

Sample

β (deg)

2θ (deg)

τ (Å)

9x13
9x16
8x21
400
9x16
8x21
7x32
5x64
2x200
400
300

5
7
7
4
6
6
7
8
6
4
4

38
38
38
44
39
39
40
41
44
44
38

15
12
11
22
14
15
12
11
15
21
20
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4.1.3 X-Ray Reflectivity
The structure of the multilayer was measure in XRR and fitted with GenX fitting software, the
results are shown in figures 15-16. The average layer thickness variation σ between the layers
was quite high at 14 Å, with a larger variation found in the magnetic CoAlZr layers. The high
variation in the bilayers may be caused by the AlZr not growing layers that are uniform,
accumulating through the samples with increasing the thickness variations as a result. This
makes the fringes in the XRR measurement die out faster, at lower angles. The substrate
combined with the AlZr seed layer proved to be extremely rough, all of the fringes from the
XRR measurements disappears above an angle of 4° in 2θ, which is rather low angles. The
quality of the layering in the films begin to be questionable. The measured thickness variation
is on the same size as the smallest samples to such an extent that the sizes of the smallest
layers are not well defined. The amorphous Al80Zr20 alloy may be unsuitable for thin-film
layered structures. The passivated oxide on top of the AlZr also has an unknown composition,
and therefore unknown density, it makes for a difficult fitting parameter that lowers the
overall quality of the fits.
The large thickness variations are also causing problems with the fit in smaller thickness
regions, with an average variation of 13-14 Å, table 5-7, and a layer thickness close to that or
even below, it is difficult to distinguish where the bilayer starts and ends. This causes the
accuracy of the fits to deteriorate as the thickness get smaller, especially noticeable in samples
with a nominal thickness below 8x21.
Deviation in thicknesses from expected values may also be caused by drift in the sputtering
the longer the targets have been used in the magnetrons. Sample 2x200 was grown first and
last to find the drift in the growth rates, however, measurements with XRR show close to no
drift throughout the growth series. Thicknesses derived from fits in the region below 8x21 are
not as accurate as thicker samples, using a more complicated model for the fit would improve
the fit quality and increase the accuracy of the results.
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Figure 15 GenX data fit of XRR measurements. Calibration samples of crystalline Co and AlZr displayed
on top for reference, followed by Co77(Al80Zr20)23 series decreasing in thickness from the top. The labels
refer to the nominal thicknesses of the samples. The curves are offset for clarity.

Figure 16 GenX data fit of XRR measurements on Co66(Al80Zr20)34 series decreasing in thickness from the top.
The labels refer to the nominal thicknesses of the samples. The curves are offset for clarity.
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Table 5 Values for Co77(Al80Zr20)23 from the XRR fits, D represents the thickness and σ is the thickness variation of the magnetic
layers for the first four samples, the last two samples are Co and AlZr calibrations samples.

Sample

DCoAlZr fit (Å)

Error

σ (Å)

Error

13
16
21

12
16
18

-2, 2
-0.5, 0.4
-3, 1

11
14
13

-0.4, 1
-1, 1
-1, 1

400
400 Co
300 AlZr

413
467
286

-2, 1
-2, 2
-3, 0.5

18
16
12

-1, 1
-0.5, 0.5
-1, 2

Table 6 Values for Co66(Al80Zr20)34 from the XRR fits, D represents the thickness and σ is the thickness variation of the
magnetic layers.

Sample

DCoAlZr fit (Å)

Error

σ (Å)

Error

21
32
64
200 first
200 last

21
31
65
199
198

-2, 2
-0.4, 1
-2, 1
-2, 2
-2, 2

15
20
25
23
21

-1, 1
-2, 1
-2, 2
-3, 2
-1, 1

Table 7 Values for non-magnetic bilayers and oxides. The table is separated by thickness D followed by thickness variation σ.

Bilayer

D|σ expected (Å)

D|σ fit (Å)

Error

Passivated oxide
Capping layer
Spacing layer
Seed layer
Si oxide
Passivated oxide
Capping layer
Spacing layer
Seed layer
Si oxide

60
40
50
-

18
53
36
42
19
12
10
17
10
7

-3, 2
-2, 4
-1, 3
-1, 2
-7, 12
-2, 2
-1, 2
-1, 2
-1, 1
-0.4, 1
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4.2 Magneto optical measurements
First MOKE measurements done on calibration samples of Co75(AlZr)25 and Co70(AlZr)30
revealed a strong magneto optical signal and was believed to have an ordering temperature
close to that of crystalline cobalt. Reducing the amount of cobalt in the samples to a
concentration of 66% showed a great decrease in the magneto optical signal, figure 17. A low
coercivity was displayed by both samples, revealing a very soft magnetic response,
characteristic of an amorphous sample. By doing a temperature scan on the Co66(AlZr)34
sample from 268 K to 343 K, it was discovered that the sample lost its remanence early in the
temperature scan. Attempts to calculate the TC were unsuccessful, traditional methods of
using the decrease in remanence could not be used, every sample with a nominal thickness
below 6 nm displayed a remanence of zero. This is believed to be caused be the noncollinear
spin structure of the samples. When the field is removed, the moments no longer align parallel
to each other and no remanence in the sample remains.
This measurement was deceiving, using an external field of 10 mT the Co70(AlZr)30 was close
to saturation, however, unknown at this time, the Co66(AlZr)34 was not. The supposed
paramagnetic response above the ordering temperature was still within the ferromagnetic
phase, but not saturated. This is due the noncollinear spin structure that the material exhibits
when cobalt is pushed to lower concentrations, requiring a much larger field to saturate.

Figure 17 Normalized hysteresis loop comparing the relative amplitude between Co70 and Co66 calibration samples.
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Figure 18 400 Co66 temperature scan with measured saturation magnetization for different temperatures of calibration
sample.

Temperature scans were performed on samples with nominal thickness 5x64, 7x32, 8x21,
9x16, 9x13 and 10x8. A temperature scan of 5x64 can be seen in figure 19, three temperatures
were chosen from the temperature scan ranging from 80 K to 380 K.
Sample 5x64 exhibits typical ferromagnetic properties. At 83 K a square shaped loop can be
observed, at 237 K the sample is close to the ordering temperature and at 367 K it is above
the ordering temperature. This is expected behaviour of a ferromagnet, however, sample 400
in figure 17 was able to be close to saturation with a field of 10 mT, while sample 5x64 Co66
required fields up to 150 mT to be close to saturation, a consequence of noncollinearity.
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Figure 19 Co66 Temperature of sample 64 in Co66 series scan with three different temperature points selected for comparison.

Further reducing the thickness to half the nominal thickness, sample 7x32 Co66 has lost the
resemblance of a typical ferromagnet. The samples hysteresis loop no longer possesses any
remanence, nor does it have any coercivity, the hysteresis loop has an s-shape. Just like
5x64, the samples require large fields to reach saturation, it is unclear whether the sample is
close to saturation due to the shape of its hysteresis loop. The shape is asymmetric at 150
mT and -150 mT, it has a bent shape at the bottom and top, this is believed to be a
background from the instrument.
The hysteresis loop shows the curve to bend downwards at the higher fields, this is an artefact
coming from the measurement system, this can also be observed in figure 19 for 83 K.
Magneto optical effects stemming from the glass at lower temperatures and higher fields
causes a parabolic shape of the measured magnetic signal. Higher fields increase this effect
and will therefore not be used.
A notable remark is the extremely low magneto optical response from the samples, with the
background noise at 0.02 in magnitude and the signal is 0.1 for the 7x32 sample at 81 K and
0.06 at 148 K. This makes the samples very difficult to measure, especially with temperature
scans with moving parts, any disturbance and the noise will be greater than the magnetic
signal.
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Figure 20 Two hysteresis loops of sample 7x32 Co66, (a) 81 K, (b) 148K
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To measure the hysteresis of even thinner samples, a composition with higher concentration
of cobalt must be used, figure 21 shows a measurement of 8x21 Co77. The higher cobalt
content greatly increases the exchange coupling and enhances the magneto optical
response, as could be observed in figure 17. This increase in exchange coupling has a drastic
effect on the ordering temperature for this composition, even at 373 K the sample exhibits a
step-like feature, indicating that it still not above its ordering temperature while having a
nominal thickness of 21. These samples exhibit the same noncollinear behaviour as samples
below 5x64 Co66.

Figure 21 Sample 8x21 Co77 with three different temperatures displayed from a full temperature scan.
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Figure 22 Hysteresis loop of two Co77 samples, (a) 9x16 Co77, (b) 9x13 Co77
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Polar MOKE measurement on 400 Co77 shows a linear response, no out-of-plane component
could be observed, figure 23. Measurements on thinner samples where the samples lose their
characteristic ferromagnetic hysteresis loop are not possible to measure due to the lack of
cryostat in the polar MOKE setup. Only samples with a nominal thickness below 32 showed
clear cases of noncollinearity and these samples are the cases where the easy axis may have
shifted out-of-plane. Therefore, no conclusion can be drawn whether there is an out-of-plane
component emerging when the samples are affected by the finite-size effect. The same bent
shape can be observed in this polar MOKE measurement, this is also believed to be a
background stemming from the instrument due to the high fields used in the measurement.

Figure 23 Out-of-plane component measured in polar MOKE for sample 400 Co77 at 300 K.
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Table 8 Temperature scan of both series, Co66 displayed first and Co77 second. Samples that were not measured or were not
able to be measured are indicated by -.

Magn. layer thick. (Å)
8
9
11
13
16
21
32
64
400
13
16
21
400

Temperature range (K)
(non-magnetic)

(non-magnetic)
(non-magnetic)

8
8
8
8-309
80-380
80-380
300-380
16-361
80-380
160-380
300-380

Samples with a magnetic layer thicker than 64 Å for Co66 and 21 Å for Co77 have a critical
temperature far above what is possible to measure with the MOKE. Measurements of Co66
samples with nominal thicknesses below 21 Å were determined to be non-magnetic, caused
by magnetically dead layers within the structures. The cause of this is believed to be the low
cobalt concentration in the samples, at lower thicknesses there is an insufficient concentration
of cobalt and the exchange coupling between the cobalt atoms is too weak. The higher
concentration in Co77 increases the exchange coupling, meaning that it is possible to create
much thinner magnetic layers with this composition. Therefore, only six samples were
successfully measured with temperature scans above their ordering temperature, the
magnetization as function of temperature for these samples is shown figure 24.
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Figure 24 Reduction of magnetization as function of temperature for fitted parts with decreasing thickness for both sample series.

Temperature scans on the samples with a Tc below 380 K revealed a magnetic response that
seem to linger, figure 25. For Co66 the lingering magnetization does not a have downwards
trend and is not possible to predict where it ends. The Co77 does however have a downwards
trend and for samples 9x13, the magnetization reaches zero at temperature around 350 K,
same observation can be made for sample 9x16, although no zero point can be observed, the
clear downwards trend suggest that it is about to hit zero not long after 380 K. These results
perhaps suggest the presence of a two-phase magnetic response. A tail of the magnetization
is expected; however, this tail seems to linger far longer.

4.2.1 Crystallite phase
According to the GIXRD results, the samples appear x-ray amorphous, now this does not
exclude the possibility of a crystallites within the samples, if the crystallites are on the size
scale of nanometres the samples would still be x-ray amorphous and one way to determine
their presence would be a TEM study. The results show a much larger coherence length for
thicker samples, indicating that the crystals might grow larger the longer the sputtering of
CoAlZr, layering with AlZr seem to act as a cut-off point for the crystal growth, leaving nano33

size particles in the structure. These nanocrystallites would have a larger critical temperature
than the amorphous phase, which could perhaps explain the lingering tail of magnetization.

Figure 25 Magnetization at 150 mT temperature scans. Co66 on the left and
Co77 on the right increasing in nominal thickness.
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If this is a two-phase system, the origin is unknown, whether the results stem from CoZr
crystallites or two amorphous phases of CoAlZr remains unclear, further study has to be made.
If the Co-Zr phase diagram is considered, there exists two phases of Co-Zr that are of interest,
Co23Zr6, αCo, and Co11Zr2. The Co23Zr6 emerges for zirconium concentrations above 15.4%,
while αCo exists for zirconium concentration down to 0.2 at. % zirconium, see Co-Zr phase
diagram [26]. Co11Zr2 is also a possibility due to the high energies of the incoming ions.
According to A. M. Gabay et al [27], the two ferromagnetic Co-Zr phases are Co11Zr2 and
Co23Zr6, with ordering temperatures of 764 K and 453 K respectively. They also concluded that
XRD and TMA results were consistent with showing a mixture of both phases. S. M. Hoque et
al [28] showed similar results, which could explain the higher Tc for the second phase observed
in Co66, which contains more zirconium.
The evidence of these Co-Zr intermetallic phases can be further explained by Co-Zr layer
intermixing during growth. E. N. Zubarev et al [29] showed that cobalt undergoes intensive
intermixing with carbon resulting in cobalt carbides during the first layers of growth, with the
concentration of carbon dropping with increasing cobalt thickness. Assuming cobalt also
undergoes heavy intermixing when grown on AlZr could explain the presence of the
intermetallic phases, the zirconium already present in the CoAlZr alloy is not enough to create
Co-Zr phases, but the increase of zirconium during the first layers of growth may be enough
to form crystalline Co-Zr phases. The RBS measurements conducted in this report showed
profiles in the zirconium and cobalt, this could perhaps also be explained by the interlayer
mixing during growth.
It has been shown that amorphous cobalt grown on amorphous carbon with silicon substrates
remains stable, up to a certain critical thickness. Above this thickness, the amorphous cobalt
layer gets unstable and transforms into crystalline HCP cobalt, authors [30] established that
amorphous cobalt could be grown to a thickness of 30 Å before crystallization in nanoclusters
started, but the amorphous cobalt coexisted with the crystalline phase up to 60 Å. While this
is for carbon substrates, the fact that Co-Zr forms stable magnetic crystallites at low
concentrations of zirconium, cobalt grown on zirconium forming these phases at lower
thicknesses is not improbable. Amorphous cobalt coexisting with crystalline Co-Zr phases is
also consistent with GIXRD results, thicker samples between 2x200 Co66 and 400 Co77 all show
coherence lengths that could indicate crystallites, while thin samples show the opposite. CoZr intermetallic phases in the interfaces between CoAlZr and AlZr layers, combined with
amorphous CoAlZr in thicker layers would also explain the lingering magnetization of the
samples.
A report from A. Liebig et al [28], showed very similar results to what is showed in this report
in Fe91Zr9/Al2O3 multilayers. The study concluded that crystallites forming at the interfaces
causes accumulative roughness leading to complete loss periodicity early into the structure,
which is consistent with observed XRR results conducted in this study. The film growth could
be viewed as a three-step process, nucleation of small clusters agglomerating at the interface,
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formation of island grains, followed by complete coverage of metallic film. These results seem
to be in agreement with the results reported by E. N. Zubarev et al and the magneto optical
measurements conducted here, an amorphous metallic phase combined with a crystalline CoZr phase with a higher critical temperature corresponding well to the two magnetic Co-Zr
phases present at low zirconium contents.
I.L Soroka et al [31] reported that Al80Zr20 grown in silicon substrates is on the verge of
becoming fully crystalline and Al90Zr10 is fully crystalline, however, authors [25] claims to have
created fully amorphous CoAlZr using Al70Zr30. The results shown in this project work is that
Al80Zr20 is perhaps not a viable option as an amorphousizer for CoAlZr and an alloy with a
higher zirconium concentration should be used.

4.2.2 Amorphous phases
There is another explanation for the observed magneto optical properties, the hypothesis uses
two different amorphous phases with different ordering temperatures. Consider a random
distribution of cobalt atoms on a surface, with no bias towards agglomeration. The distribution
in the volume will not be homogenous, there will be areas with higher densities of cobalt
atoms, and vice versa. This means that there will be areas with higher concentrations of cobalt
as function of position in the volume, and therefore areas with stronger exchange coupling, a
distribution of clusters with both high, and low Tc. This can be illustrated by a random
distribution of points on a plane, figure 26. The idea can be extended to 3-D space, where the
random clusters of atoms will become strings of higher concentrations in space. When the low
temperature reaches its ordering temperature it enters a paramagnetic state and the high Tc
then becomes superparamagnetic due to the small size of this region, which could explain the
loss of ferromagnetic hysteresis at these temperatures.
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Figure 26 Random distribution of points on plane.

The loss of ferromagnetic hysteresis in cobalt has been attributed before to
superparamagnetism, although generally a characteristic property of samples with isolated
grains, thermal excitations can randomize the magnetization direction [23]. This would mean
that for low temperatures, the samples exhibit ferromagnetic properties, and when
approaching the ordering temperature for the low temperature phase, it enters a
paramagnetic state which is then combined with a superparamagnetic state of the high
temperature phase.
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5. Conclusions and outlook
Magneto optical measurement of amorphous CoAlZr thin films with varying thickness have
been measured along with two different compositions of the CoAlZr alloys have been
analysed. GIXRD results show no sign of crystallinity of the samples, they are x-ray amorphous.
However, the samples show exceedingly large thickness variations of the bilayers, the low
zirconium content in Al80Zr20 used to amorphousize the cobalt would be a likely cause if
crystallites are present. If the samples are completely amorphous however, an island growth
mode could also mean a build-up of this large roughness in the thickness observed. This would
cause the thickness variation to translate through the layers, getting worse with every bilayer.
Magneto optical results show a noncollinear spin structure for samples with a nominal
thickness below three nm for both compositions. A rapid decline of the magnetization and
ordering temperature was observed for the Co66 composition, indicating a small exchange
coupling as a result of the low concentration of cobalt. The magnetization as a function of
temperature was measured for both compositions, revealing perhaps a two-phase magnetic
response. It is unclear whether this supposed two-phase is stemming from two separate
amorphous phases with a low and high ordering temperature, or the observed high
temperature phase is caused by Co-Zr crystallites formed at the interface between the AlZr
and CoAlZr.
This work has sparked some interesting ideas, but it far too early to draw any conclusions of
what has been observed in this work. The magnetic properties of this material have to be
mapped out thoroughly to complement the magneto optical measurements that has been
made in this work. Follow up work on this alloy should probably be done with Al70Zr30 which
has been shown to create very uniform layers with lower thickness variations and together
with a seed layer prevent any formation of crystallites [3]. This would help exclude the
possibility of the observed two phases being caused by something else than the amorphous
cobalt. Further work should also be done on how the ordering temperature of cobalt
amorphousized by zirconium behaves as a function of cobalt concentration. This work has
shown two different compositions of CoAlZr with drastically different magneto optical
responses in magnitude, it not possible to draw any conclusions on how the material will
behave with lower or higher concentrations of cobalt, but it is an important aspect to map
out.
Follow-up work on this material should consider employing a different measurement
technique to measure the critical temperature of these samples, perhaps AC susceptibility in
SQUID. This would allow time-dependent measurements and temperature behaviour for the
thin samples. This should allow an estimation of the ordering temperature.
Due to the inability to measure out-of-plane components at low temperatures in this polar
MOKE. Vector vibrating-sample magnetometry (VSM) is a measurement technique that can
be used to measure at lower temperatures and provides a measurement for the angular
dependence of the total magnetization. A regular VSM measurement should also be done to
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measure the measure the total moment of the films at varying thicknesses for a fuller picture
of how this material behaves.
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